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Abstract—In this paper, the efficacy and value of using correc-
tive control supported by transient assistive measures (TAM) is
quantified in terms of the cost savings due to less constrained oper-
ation of the system. The example TAM is a rapid modulation of the
power order of the high-voltage direct current (HVDC) links in the
system so as to improve transient stability during corrective con-
trol. A sequential approach is used for the offline value assessment:
a security constrained economic dispatch (SCED) module (master
problem) determines the optimal generation dispatch, HVDC set-
tings, and the corrective control actions to be used post-fault (gen-
eration and demand curtailed) so as to minimize the operational
costs while ensuring static security. The transient stability mod-
ule (slave problem) assesses the dynamic stability for the operating
condition set by the SCED and, if needed, applies appropriate TAM
to maintain the system transiently stable. If this is not possible, the
master module uses a tighter set of security constraints to update
the dispatch and other settings until the system can be stabilized. A
case-study on the Great Britain system is used to demonstrate that
corrective control actions supported by TAM facilitate significantly
higher pre-fault power transfers whilst maintaining N-2 security.

Index Terms—Transient stability, HVDC transmission, FACTS,
economic dispatch, corrective control, system security, power sys-
tem economics.

NOMENCLATURE

A. Parameters
dn Demand in node n [MW ]
fDC

k Capacity of DC line k [MW ]
fAC

l Capacity of AC line l [MW ]
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hl,n,s Power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) of line
l and node n in state s [p.u.]

itrp
St(j )
g ,s Intertrip action applied to generator g in state s

and determined after stage j [MW ]
pg , pg Minimum and maximum allowed power output of

generator g [MW ]
resa Reserve requirements in area a [MW ]
XAC

l Reactance of AC line l [p.u.]
XF AC T S

l Reactance of FACTS device determined after
stage 2 [p.u.]

X
min/max
l Minimum and maximum reactance of FACTS de-

vice installed in line l [p.u.]
αl,s Factor of FACTS device installed in line l used to

compute its contribution to state s [p.u.]
ΔTb Power reduction in critical boundary b to increase

system stability [MW ]
πD

n Price of holding demand response services pro-
vided in node n [£/MW/h]

πG
g Variable cost of generator g [£/MWh]

πR.up
g Price of holding up reserve services provided by

generator g [l£/MW/h]
πR.dw

g Price of holding down reserve or intertrip services
provided by generator g [£/MW/h]

B. Variables

fAC
l,s Power flow in AC line l in state s (without con-

tribution from potential FACTS device installed
in line l) [MW ]

fDC
k Power flow in DC line k (in pre and post-fault

condition) [MW ]
fF AC T S

l,s Power flow contribution of FACTS device in-
stalled in line l in state s [MW ]

lln,s Lost load (demand response) in node n and
state s [MW ]

llhold
n Volume of holding demand response/

curtailment services provided in node n
[MW ]

pg Power output of generator g in pre-fault condi-
tion [MW ]

pnode
n Aggregated power output in node n in pre-fault

condition [MW ]
T i

b Power transfer through major transmission
boundary b in iteration i [MW ]
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γg Commitment status of generator g (same pre and
post-fault unless unit is tripped) [binary]

Δpg,s Power output change of generator g from pre to
post-fault state s [MW ]

Δpnode
n,s Aggregated power output change in node n from

pre to post-fault state s [MW ]
ΔpR.up.hold

g Holding volume of up reserve services provided
by generator g [MW ]

ΔpR.dw .hold
g Holding volume of down reserve services pro-

vided by generator g. This also accounts for cost
of intertrip. [MW ]

C. Sets

A Set of reserve areas
B Set of critical transmission boundaries
G Set of generators
Ga Set of generators in area a
Gn Set of generators in node n
GSitrp−St(v ) Set of pairs (g, s) where generator g is inter-

tripped in state s which is determined in opti-
mization stage v

LAC Set of AC lines (with and without FACTS
devices)

LDC Set of DC lines
LF AC T S Set of lines with FACTS devices
N Set of nodes
S Set of states
toy Node to which network component y is

connected
fromy Node from which network component y is

connected
(W )c Complement of set W

I. INTRODUCTION

IN many regions of the world, there is strong pressure to
use a range of advanced, technically effective and economi-

cally efficient corrective (or post-fault) actions to release latent
transmission network capacity of the existing system, reduce
network congestion and hence accommodate increased connec-
tion of low-carbon generation without the need for costly net-
work investment. This leads to the utilization of the transmission
infrastructure to facilitate the highest possible power transfers
and where limits are in place below the full thermal rating of
the lines, measures should be taken to raise those limits.

In Great Britain, power transfer between Scotland and Eng-
land/Wales is a key concern (Scotland-England system can
be seen as a two-area system with dominant transfers mainly
due to wind power from Scotland to England). There are two
400 kV double-circuit AC routes across the Anglo-Scottish
boundary (known as the B6 boundary by the system operator,
National Grid). Each of the four circuits has a thermal rating
of 2.2 GW giving an N -2 transfer capability of 4.4 GW [1].
However, transfer is in fact limited to 3.4 GW because of a
transient (first-swing) stability concern [2] which arises after a
double-circuit fault. Two significant expansion measures will be
commissioned [1]. The first, in 2016, comprises series compen-
sators which will lift the stability limit and allow a transfer of

4.4 GW in preventive mode (i.e. without considering post-fault
actions). The second, in 2017, is a 2.0 GW DC-link, the Western
Link [3], which connects Scotland to England. With the series
compensators in place the transfer limit will be the thermal N -2
limit of 4.4 GW. With the series compensators and DC-link in
place (which is a bi-pole and effectively a double-circuit), the N-
2 limit is raised to 6.4 GW (considering a 4.4 GW limit through
the AC corridors and 2.0 GW limit through the DC-link) [1].

The limits described for the GB system are all based on
preventive control, that is, the system is stable for credible con-
tingencies such as a double-circuit outage without the need
for corrective, post-contingency actions. Hence there is an op-
portunity to raise the pre-fault transfer limit further by using
appropriate corrective control, decreasing the cost of network
congestion and maintaining adequate system stability levels in
the post-fault condition (avoiding situations such as breach of an
angle stability limit). The corrective control can take the form of
generation/load tripping [4], [5], control of HVDC power order
[6]–[9], FACTS devices [10], [11], dynamic line ratings [12].

Taking the GB system (including Western Link and series
compensators) as an example, the corrective control in response
to a double-circuit outage would comprise in reducing the post-
fault power transfer by generation curtailment in Scotland with
a matching volume of load curtailment in England/Wales to
6.4 GW in total through AC corridors and DC-link (equiva-
lent to 4.4 GW through the AC corridors) to stay within the
thermal and stability limit of the remaining system. Through
this approach, corrective control can help increase the pre-fault
power transfer level without compromising security, provided
that post-fault transfer is below 4.4 GW in the AC corridors by
using appropriate generation/demand curtailment actions.

However, activation of corrective control action is dependent
on fast communication of line outage (i.e. circuit breaker status)
information to all the participating generators and demand ag-
gregators spread across the system. Even with dedicated com-
munication infrastructure, there could be a latency of up to
250 ms between fault clearance and activation of corrective
control [13]. The latency could be higher for commonly used
shared communication, which would adversely affect transient
(or first-swing) stability control.

In this context, the aim of this paper is to quantify the efficacy
and value of using “Transient Assistive Measures” (TAM) such
as rapid modulation of the power orders of Western HVDC
link and HVDC interconnectors to demonstrate that correc-
tive control actions supported by TAM facilitates a signifi-
cantly higher pre-fault power transfer between Scotland and
England/Wales whilst maintaining N-2 security. Supplementary
control of HVDC/FACTS for transient stability improvement
has been reported in several papers [9], [14]–[18] and recently,
in [19], [20] as TAM. However, not much has been done to quan-
tify the actual value of using such supplementary control TAM
by combining security constrained economic dispatch (SCED)
with stability analysis, fully coodinating robust generation dis-
patches and setpoints of flexible network devices against pre-
and post-fault conditions. In order to quantify the value of using
TAM, we use a sequential approach (see Fig. 1) where a (mas-
ter) security constrained economic dispatch (SCED) module
determines the generation dispatch, settings of FACTS devices,
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Fig. 1. Overview of proposed assessment methodology.

HVDC power order and also the amount of post-fault corrective
control actions (generator tripping and demand curtailment) to
minimize the operational costs while ensuring static security for
a snapshot of the demand/wind profile [21]. The (slave) tran-
sient stability module ascertains whether the dispatch condition
set by the SCED module is dynamically stable following the
critical contingencies. Otherwise, an array of TAM are applied
by the slave module to support the corrective control action in
order to ensure transient stability for the dispatch condition set
by the master module. If it turns out that the TAM together with
the corrective control is unable to maintain transient stability, a
tighter set of security constraints is used by the master module
to find new dispatch/settings until the system can be stabilized
dynamically. Although primary corrective control actions (e.g.
generation and demand curtailment) are determined in the mas-
ter module, TAM (e.g. post-fault changes in set-points of the
Western HVDC link and cross-border interconnectors) are de-
termined in the slave module since they are not needed from
a steady-state perspective. Furthermore, TAM last only for a
few seconds to tackle the transient stability problem. It should
be noted that the sequential master-slave approach used in this
paper is aimed at assessing the value of TAM in an offline
context (e.g. time-ahead operational planning) and is not neces-
sarily suited for real-time operation. Advanced techniques for
online dynamic security assessment (such as trajectory sensi-
tivity) could be used for near-real time implementation which
however, is not the focus of this paper.

In [7], [22], corrective control action through Western HVDC
link in Great Britain was demonstrated with an over-simplified
equivalent model of the Great Britain transmission system. No
generator tripping or demand curtailment was considered and
the role of the HVDC interconnectors were ignored which re-
sulted in only moderate increase in pre-fault power transfer
levels. In this paper, a case study on the 2850-busbar equiva-
lent model of Great Britain transmission system is presented to
demonstrate the value of using TAM to support the post-fault
corrective control actions based on generation tripping and de-
mand curtailment. This can allow up to 6.0 GW pre-fault power
transfer through the double circuit AC routes between Scotland
and England/Wales whilst maintaining N − 2 security. This is
over 1.6 GW on top of 4.4 GW which could be transferred with
the planned series compensators pushing the stability limit close
to the thermal limit. The post-fault corrective control alone,
without TAM, is not adequate in ensuring transient stability
beyond 4.9 GW pre-fault transfer. Hence, use of TAM could
potentially result in an extra power transfer of up to 1.1 GW.
The benefit of using corrective control actions accompanied by
TAM is quantified in terms of costs (k£/hr). It is also demon-
strated that use of TAM could minimize the risk of instability
when corrective control action is delayed due to problems in
communication infrastructure. This study highlights the need

for using TAM together with corrective control to ensure N − 2
secure operation of the Great Britain system while transferring
more than 4.4 GW through the two 400 kV double-circuit AC
routes across the Anglo-Scottish B6 boundary.

The novel contributions in this paper are outlined below:
1) Quantify the value of using TAM to support the corrective

control in terms of the cost savings due to less constrained
operation of the system.

2) Use a sequential master–slave approach to consider the
effect of TAM on transient stability together with security
constrained economic dispatch (SCED) in order to assess
the actual value of TAM.

3) Include corrective control actions, setting of FACTS de-
vice, HVDC power order within the security constrained
economic dispatch (SCED) formulation and keep it math-
ematically tractable for large scale problems (e.g. a
detailed realistic representation of the Great Britain trans-
mission system). This is achieved by eliminating the need
to define a larger set of binary variables (those associated
with FACTS/HVDC – expanding on [23] – and generation
tripping) and further avoiding the non-linear optimization
models by decoupling key decisions in various stages.

In the remaining of this paper, we use the following defi-
nition of the various post-contingency actions that are carried
out to secure system operation: (i) fault clearance, which is
rapidly applied following a short circuit through a local pro-
tection to isolate the outaged line; (ii) TAM that include very
fast responses from set points of HVDC links and cross-border
interconnectors, which are applied through wide-area control
systems after the fault is cleared and (iii) primary corrective
control actions composed of generation and demand curtail-
ments (or trips) in exporting and importing areas, respectively
through application of special protection schemes. TAM are ac-
tivated earlier than the primary generation/demand curtailment
actions since the formers rely on power electronics rather than
switch openings. Hence TAM correspond to measures aiming to
assist or complement the set of primary control actions (that are
slower) and thus stabilize the system operation. For this reason,
TAM are temporary measures and thus last for a few seconds
only (i.e. after system operation has been stabilized, TAM dis-
appear, while the primary corrective control actions are more
permanent (since these aim at managing network congestion in
the post-fault, steady state condition).

II. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

Our sequential master-slave approach (shown in Fig. 1) is
divided into various stages that aim at decoupling key decisions
and thus simplifying the assessment methodology to value the
benefits associated with the application of corrective control and
TAM, which is described next.

A. Master Module: Security Constrained Economic Dispatch

From an optimization viewpoint, coordinating system oper-
ation (generation, network and demand) in terms of active and
reactive power and in both pre- and post-fault conditions over
a large-scale transmission network remains a challenge. In this
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paper, we decouple several decisions to make the optimization
problem tractable as follows:

i) Active/reactive power decoupling: security constrained
economic dispatch is obtained through a linear DC power
flow approximation (which allows us to find optimal de-
cisions against a larger set of line failures) which is then
complemented by a Newton-Raphson calculation to ob-
tain meaningful reactive power solutions (for the given
set of active powers).

ii) Transfer direction/volume decoupling: assuming power
flow directions as known parameters in those lines with
FACTS devices installed allows reducing the complexity
of the optimization problem and speed up its calculation.

While DC power flow undertaken in i) is a well-known and
widely used approximation, especially to undertake economic
analyses (see for example [21]); ii) has recently been proposed
by [23], which demonstrated successful results. In this paper,
we expand the propositions in [23] (that develops the idea to use
engineering insights to eliminate the need for binary variables
associated with FACTS) to eliminate the use of binary variables
associated with both generation intertrips and FACTS in a secu-
rity constrained economic dispatch model. In the GB case, this
represents a saving of 14592 binary variables that are eliminated
from the model. Next, we further explain: 1) optimization model
related to the security constrained economic dispatch through
DC power flow approximation (where directions and volumes
of transfers are first determined separately in those lines with
FACTS devices), and 2) the Newton-Raphson calculation.

1) Steady-State DC Power Flow Optimization Model: This
section presents a 3-stage cost minimization model to deter-
mine the most economically efficient dispatch solution that can
withstand a set of credible network faults without overloading
the remaining network infrastructure. Together with preventive
control actions that aim at derating power flows through main
network boundaries in order to ensure system security against
network faults, the model also deploys a set of corrective con-
trol actions based on contracted demand and generation volumes
that can be curtailed through Special Protection Schemes (SPS).
The objective function of the model includes the following cost
components:

1) Generation fuel cost (and network congestion cost): which
increases when transfers are limited (and thus network is
congested) due to security reasons. For wind generation,
we multiply production by the negative values associated
with their subsidies. Then, the congestion cost can be
determined as the difference between generation fuel costs
with and without capacity network constraints.

2) Generation inter-trip contracts: necessary to curtail gen-
eration in exporting areas after a network fault occurs in
order to eliminate post-fault network overloads.

3) Demand curtailment contracts: necessary to curtail de-
mand in importing areas after a network fault occurs and
thus balance the system when a generating unit is tripped
in an exporting area.

4) Generation reserves: which account for the costs associ-
ated with the needed headroom in generating units that
is used to deal with generation outages. Although we do

not model generation outages, we impose reserve require-
ments per area in order to obtain a more realistic dispatch
solution and thus a more accurate cost estimate.

Thus, to provide security of supply the model can decide to
either (i) limit power transfers during pre-fault conditions and
thus increase cost of congestion, or (ii) contract generation and
demand volumes that can be exercised/curtailed in post-fault
conditions to eliminate network overflows and thus increase
power transfers during pre-fault, and these decisions will de-
pend on market prices. Hence as costs of holding corrective
actions (demand and generation reduction/curtailment) are part
of the objective function, they are adequately optimized and
balanced against the cost of preventive control actions (i.e. net-
work congestion); and although there are important benefits as-
sociated with reducing congestion, this may drive higher holding
levels of corrective control actions that can also be costly, and
this is properly considered in the SCED model. We eliminated
the need to define a larger set of binary variables by undertaking
a three-stage process that:

1) Optimizes pre- and post-fault system operation while ig-
noring both effects of FACTS devices and the binary na-
ture of generation curtailment and this is done in order to
determine: (a) power flow direction of lines with FACTS
and (b) volumes of needed generation curtailments (that
in this stage are modeled as continuous variables).

2) Optimizes pre- and post-fault system operation when con-
sidering direction of power flows in those line with FACTS
devices installed and volumes of generation curtailment
as a set of given parameters (obtained in previous stage).
This stage aims to determine set-points of FACTS de-
vices in pre-fault (which remain constant during post-
fault). Effects of FACTS devices on post-fault transfers
are approximated through linear functions derived from
previous stage.

3) Optimizes pre- and post-fault system operation when con-
sidering set-points of FACTS devices as a given set of
parameters that are fixed during pre- and post-fault.

Note that stage 1 and 2 represent the application of concepts
derived in [23] where intertrip actions have also been included.
Set-points of FACTS devices determined in stage 2 and 3 are
the same during pre- and post-fault conditions. Stage 3 obtains
a valid economic dispatch solution for a given array of setpoints
of FACTS devices (i.e. fixed rather than controllable reactance)
and this stage is needed since effects of FACTS on post-fault
power transfers were approximated in stage 2.

The detailed mathematical formulation of these 3 stages is
presented through Eqs. (1)–(23), where Eq. (1) is the objec-
tive function. Eq. (2) maintains the supply-demand system bal-
ance during pre- and post-fault conditions. Capacity constraints
are represented through Eqs. (3), (4) for generating units and
Eqs. (5)–(7) for AC and DC lines. In Eq. (7), we assume a
power injection representation (used, for example, in [24]) for
power transfers through lines with FACTS devices, where the
power flow component associated with a FACTS device in a
line is isolated in the term fF AC T S

l,s . Eqs. (8)–(10) are used to
compute the power flows through PTDF, and Eqs. (11)–(13) are
used to maintain certain holding/contracted levels of corrective
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control measures that can be used post-fault. Eq. (14) aims at
neglecting effect of FACTS in stage 1. In stage 2, we trip those
generating units whose post-fault outputs were reduced below
their minimum stable generation levels in stage 1 (note that
this can occur since Eq. (4) does not consider pg ) and this is
done through Eqs. (15), (16). Note that this is an approximation
which is undertaken to eliminate the need to define more binary
variables in stage 1 (representation of intertrip actions as a set
of binary variables can be found in [21]). Eqs. (17), (18) replace
Eq. (14) and allow FACTS to control the power flows through
a line within a given range that depends on maximum and min-
imum reactance values of the device. Eqs. (17), (18), however,
are used during pre-fault condition only and Eq. (19) is used in
post-fault condition where contribution of a FACTS device to a
lines power flow is equal to the proportion of the angle differ-
ence between post- and pre-fault conditions observed in stage 1
(αl,s = fAC

l,S /fAC
l,1 ), multiplied by the contribution of a FACTS

device to a line’s power flow during the pre-fault condition in
stage 2 (FACTS device is not re-optimized post-fault but rather
maintains the same setpoint determined during pre-fault). Note
that although Eqs. (17), (19) are presented in a preventive con-
trol fashion (since FACTS set-points are kept constant from pre-
to post-fault), post-fault corrective control mode can be enabled
by application of Eqs. (17), (18) to all network states (relaxing
Eq. (19)), allowing the model to re-optimize FACTS set-points
according to the particular congestion conditions during post-
fault. Corrective control mode of FACTS is not used in the case
of GB due to its network topology and location of TCSC (which
will be disconnected in the worst-case outage scenario, against
which we seek to protect the system). In stage 3, Eqs. (20), (21)
are similar to Eqs. (15), (16) in stage 2, where Eq. (22) is added
to avoid further intertrip actions in stage 3. Eq. (23) fixes re-
actance values of FACTS devices to those levels obtained from
stage 2.
a) Stage 1

min

{ ∑
g∈G

πG
g · pg +

∑
g∈G

πR.up
g · ΔpR.up.hold

g

+
∑
g∈G

πR.dw
g · ΔpR.dw .hold

g (1)

+
∑
n∈N

πD
n · llhold

n

}

s.t.

∑
g∈G

pg +
∑
g∈G

Δpg,s =
∑

n∈N

(dn − lln,s) ∀s ∈ S (2)

γg · pg ≤ pg ≤ γg · pg ∀g ∈ G (3)

0 ≤ pg + Δpg,s ≤ γg · pg ∀g ∈ G,∀s ∈ S (4)

−fDC
k ≤ fDC

k ≤ fDC
k ∀k ∈ LDC (5)

− fAC
l ≤ fAC

l,s ≤ fAC
l ∀l ∈ LAC \LF AC T S ,∀s ∈ S (6)

− fAC
l ≤ fF AC T S

l,s + fAC
l,s ≤ fAC

l

∀l ∈ LF AC T S ,∀s ∈ S (7)

fAC
l,s =

∑
n∈N

hl,n,s · (pnode
n + Δpnode

n,s +
∑

k∈LD C |tok =n

fDC
k

+
∑

j∈LF A C T S |toj =n

fF AC T S
j,s − (dn − lln,s)

− ∑
k∈LD C |f romk =n

fDC
k

− ∑
j∈LF A C T S |f romj =n

fF AC T S
j,s ) ∀l ∈ LAC ,∀s ∈ S

(8)

pnode
n =

∑
g∈Gn

pg ∀n ∈ N (9)

Δpnode
n,s =

∑
g∈Gn

Δpg,s ∀n ∈ N, ∀s ∈ S (10)

resa ≤ ∑
g∈Ga

ΔpR.up.hold
g ∀a ∈ A (11)

lln,s ≤ llhold
n ≤ dn ∀n ∈ N,∀s ∈ S (12)

− ΔpR.dw .hold
g ≤ Δpg,s ≤ ΔpR.up.hold

g

∀g ∈ G,∀s ∈ S (13)

fF AC T S
l,s = 0 ∀l ∈ LF AC T S , ∀s ∈ S (14)

b) Stage 2
(1)–(13) [(14) are ignored]

pg = itrpSt(1)
g ,s ∀g, s ∈ GSitrp S t(1) (15)

Δpg,s = −itrpSt(1)
g ,s ∀g, s ∈ GSitrp S t(1) (16)

−
(

X max
l

X A C
l +X max

l

)
· fAC

l,1 ≤ fF AC T S
l,1

≤ −
(

X min
l

X A C
l +X min

l

)
· fAC

l,1 (17)

∀l ∈ LF AC T S , fAC
l,1 ≥ 0 in stage 1

−
(

X min
l

X A C
l +X min

l

)
· fAC

l,1 ≤ fF AC T S
l,1

≤ −
(

X max
l

X A C
l +X max

l

)
· fAC

l,1 (18)

∀l ∈ LF AC T S , fAC
l,1 < 0 in stage 1

fF AC T S
l,s = αl,s · fF AC T S

l,1

∀l ∈ LF AC T S , ∀s ∈ S\ {s = 1} (19)
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c) Stage 3
(1)–(3), (5)–(13) [(4), (14)–(19) are ignored]

pg = itrpSt(2)
g ,s ∀g, s ∈ GSitrp S t(2) (20)

Δpg,s = −itrpSt(2)
g ,s ∀g, s ∈ GSitrp S t(2) (21)

γg · pg ≤ pg + Δpg,s ≤ γg · pg

∀g, s ∈ (
GSitrp S t(2)

)c
(22)

fF AC T S
l,s = −

(
X F A C T S

l

X A C
l +X F A C T S

l

)
· fAC

l,s

∀l ∈ LF AC T S ,∀s ∈ S (23)

In Eqs. (1)–(23), all variables that are free except for
pg ,ΔpR.up.hold

g ,ΔpR.dw .hold
g , lln,s , ll

hold
n are positive and γg

that are binary. Also, corrective control actions can only be used
in a limited set of states (subset of S) and these actions are
provided by generators and loads that belong to a subset of G
and N , respectively. These considerations make the formulation
both more realistic and workable.

2) Newton-Raphson Calculation: Once the array of active
powers associated with power outputs of all generating units is
obtained, we run a Newton-Raphson method to determine the
associated reactive powers of generating units as well as the
set-points/tap positions of various network components (e.g.
SVC, transformers, shunts/filters, etc.). To validate the Newton-
Raphson solution, we check a three-fold condition: (i) whether
the slack generator production is smaller than a threshold (e.g.
0.01% of total demand), (ii) whether reactive power produc-
tions and transfers (and associated apparent powers) are within
limits, and (iii) whether active power transfers in major net-
work boundaries match to those obtained from the steady-state
DC power flow optimization model. If these conditions are not
met, we run again the steady-state DC power flow optimization
where:

1) Demand (dn ) is increased to include/update network
losses (losses in a line are allocated to its end nodes one
half each as additional demand);

2) Power capacities (active) are reduced for those compo-
nents that need to maintain capacity margins for reactive
power.

Note that at the end of this iterative process we obtain a
complete AC dispatch solution that maintain network margins
for security as well as an array of corrective control mea-
sures that are contracted to deal with a large set of credible
contingencies.

Although this is a sub-optimal, workable meta-heuristic pro-
cedure, we demonstrate in Section III that benefits of corrective
control and TAM (for which this model has been proposed)
are significantly high. This is promising since our estimate
corresponds to a lower bound, conservative calculation of the
value of corrective control and TAM, which can be increased if
more efficient solutions are found.

Next, we will determine whether the static, steady-state so-
lution obtained (together with its associated corrective control

measures) is stable against critical outages and whether further
post-fault actions in the form of TAM are needed.

B. Slave Module: Transient Stability and TAM Activation

We run a stability analysis on the previous solution for a
set of critical outage conditions in order to determine whether
system operation is stable along with its associated set of correc-
tive actions suggested by the master SCED module, or whether
TAM are needed to stabilize system operation. TAM include
very fast responses from set-points of HVDC links and cross-
border interconnectors which are activated earlier than the pri-
mary generation/demand curtailment actions since the formers
rely on power electronics rather than switch openings. If sys-
tem cannot be stabilized (by using primary corrective control
only or a mix of both primary corrective control actions and
TAM), Eqs. (24), (25) are sent to the master module, which
is run again (where i refers to the ith iteration and index b in
sets Ls refers to those AC/DC lines and FACTS devices that
belong to boundary b). At this point, it is important to men-
tion that engineering insights and practical experience about
the study system are critical to make an adequate selection
of set B to ensure an adequate and fast convergence of the
solution.

− (
T i−1

b − ΔTb

) ≤ T i
b ≤ T i−1

b − ΔTb ∀b ∈ B (24)

T i
b =

∑
l∈LA C

b \LF A C T S
b

fAC
l,1

+
∑

l∈LF A C T S
b

fAC
l,1 + fF AC T S

l,1 (25)

+
∑

l∈LD C
b

fDC
k,1 ∀b ∈ B

As TAM are basically transient (automatic) operational
measures to deal with stability problems rather than ther-
mal limits and last only for a few seconds until the system
is stabilized, these are not optimized (i.e. not obtained from
SCED). Note that, from a steady-state perspective, TAM are
not needed and only the primary corrective control actions (in
the form of increase or decrease in generation and demand)
suffice. However, because primary corrective control actions
are slower, the system may experience transient instability
which could be tackled effectively by fast-acting TAM. The
interaction between master and slave modules are described
next.

C. Solution Algorithm: Master-Slave Iterations

The complete master-slave algorithm is summarized in Fig. 2
where the following steps are executed:

0) Initialize, i = 1.
1) Run SCED stage 1 and determine power flow directions

and primary corrective control actions, especially excess
of power decrease (beyond minimum stable generation
levels). Transform that excess of power decrease into
intertripping actions.
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Fig. 2. Steps of master-slave algorithm.

2) Run SCED stage 2 by using power injection representa-
tion of FACTS devices (when directions of power trans-
fers are known), and given intertrip actions (from previ-
ous step). Determine the power transfer volumes through
FACTS devices and determine their reactances.

3) Run SCED stage 3 by using the determined reactances
of FACTS devices and given intertrip actions (from pre-
vious step), and determine final generation dispatch, set-
point of FACTS devices and HVDC links, and the port-
folio of primary corrective control actions in the form of
demand and generation intertrip actions.

4) Run complete AC power flow analysis (Newton-
Raphson) and obtain reactive power injections and trans-
fers.

5) Determine if AC (from step 4) and DC (from step
3) solutions are consistent (by checking the three-fold
condition mentioned in Section II-A.2). If true, go to
step 7; otherwise, go to step 6.

6) Update network losses according to the solution obtained
in step 4 (losses in a line are allocated to its end nodes—
one half each—as additional demand) and network ca-
pacities (active power) in case capacity margins for re-
active power are needed. Go to step 1.

7) Simulate critical faults and exercise the associated pri-
mary corrective control actions.

8) Determine if system is stable. If so, end. Otherwise, go
to step 9.

9) Apply prescribed set of TAM on power orders of HVDC
links, and cross-border interconnectors.

10) Determine if system is stable. If so, end. Otherwise, go
to step 11.

11) Do i = i + 1 and add a new set of constraints in SCED
that limits power transfers in the key boundaries (e.g.
Scotland-England boundary) in iteration i to be lower or
equal to that in i − 1 minus an arbitrary Δ. Go to 1.

Application of TAM may stabilize the system after a fault
occurs despite a high level of power transfer in the pre-fault
condition. If TAM are unable to stabilize the system for a given
dispatch condition determined by the master problem, a new set
of constraints is added to the master problem (Eqs. (24), (25))
so as to, in the next iteration, move away from previous solution
and determine a more congested (but stable) system operation,
reducing power transfers through key transmission boundaries.
This iterative process continues until the point where system
operation determined by the master problem is proved stable
when TAM are applied. Hence, although TAM are applied in a
dynamic simulation that are run after the system operation has
been determined, these results are used to modify the searching
space of the master problem in the next iteration, reducing its
domain in order to make system operation more stable.

Note that the step sequence indicated in Fig. 2 refers to the
order in which each step of the algorithm has to be run and
how information flows from one step to another; however this
gives no information regarding the time sequence of corrective
actions and TAM (and this will be specified in Section III-A).

D. Detailed Model of the GB Transmission Network

The transmission network model used in this paper is a
detailed dynamic representation of the GB system, devel-
oped by Scottish Power Transmission Limited in PowerFactory
DIgSILENT.

Great Britain currently has 4 GW of cross-border intercon-
nector capacity: 2 GW to France (IFA), 1 GW to the Netherlands
(BritNed), 500 MW to Northern Ireland (Moyle), 500 MW to
the Republic of Ireland (East-West). The dynamic GB model
has been reinforced with the inclusion of 2 FACTS devices in
the form of thyristor controlled series capacitor (TCSC), The
Western HVDC link (between Scotland and England regions)
and the 4 cross-border HVDC interconnectors depicted in Fig. 3.

The GB transmission network model itself consists of 206
synchronous machines, 1,850 transmission lines, 2850 busbars,
2125 transformers, 180 shunts and 657 loads at various volt-
age levels up to 400 kV. Static VAr Compensators (SVCs) are
installed at various voltage levels across the network to im-
prove the voltage profile of the system. Wind farms (on and
offshore) are also present in the network providing circa 12 GW
of available capacity. The generators are equipped with exci-
tation system models, governors and power system stabilizers
(PSS), all of which are kept in operation.

The existing transmission network connecting England-
Scotland regions consists mainly of two double circuit at
400 kV, one on the West side of the country and the other on the
East, as shown in Fig. 3. The power flow across the B6 bound-
ary carried by two 400 kV double-circuit routes are currently
constrained because of stability limits. 6 fixed series capacitors
are installed in the Scotland-England interconnectors and the
2 TCSCs provide 35% compensation of the overheads line
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Fig. 3. GB transmission network (2017 scenario) illustrating the key AC
circuits reinforced with series compensation interfacing Scotland–England in
parallel to the Western HVDC link. The international cross-boarder HVDC
interconnectors are also shown.

TABLE I
GENERATION DATA

Name Available capacity Variable cost Variable cost
[GVA] Scotland [£/MWh] England [£/MWh]

CCGT 23.0 48 53
CHP 2.5 57 62
Coal 10.3 50 55
Gas 1.7 60 65
Nuclear 12.4 10 15
Wind 12.4 −44 − 39
Hydro/Pump Storage 1.6 2 7
Biomass 0.1 2 7
AGT 6.6 52 57
Total 70.6

reactance installed at the Hutton 400 kV substation in the Harker
circuits as shown in Fig. 3. The Western HVDC link which is in-
tegrated in parallel to the AC circuits is represented as a bipolar
±600 kV, 2000 MW system with 12-pulse line commutated
converters (LCC) at both rectifier and inverter ends [3]. The
modelling and characteristics of the Western HVDC link are
detailed in [25]. The converters have been configured to pro-
vide a short-term (up to 6 hrs) overloading capability of
2.4 GW [3] which enables provisions for rapid modulation of the
power order so as to improve transient stability during corrective
control.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Input Data and Case Study Description

The 2850-busbar network is assessed along with current con-
ventional generation and wind (on- and offshore) installed ca-
pacity levels, and demand backgrounds. In particular, we study
network conditions when availability of wind generation is
100% under two demand levels: 57 GW and 35 GW. Data associ-
ated with generation capacity available and costs per technology
are shown in Table I.

Fig. 4. Detailed single-line diagram of the Scotland-England (B6) boundary.
An illustration of the sequence of events that occur starting with (1) fault on
Moffat 400 kV substations, which is followed by (2) bypass switch to protect
the series capacitors and (3) fault clearance after 4-5 system cycles (through
opening circuit breakers). Fault region shown in the red section. This is followed
by post-fault corrective control actions including: (4) rapid modulation of the
power orders of Western HVDC link and HVDC interconnectors, and finally
(5) primary corrective (inter-trip) actions in Scotland and England.

Contract price of demand curtailment is equal to 5 £/MW/h,
and the price of generation intertrip is equal to 0.5 £/MW/h.
In the steady-state SCED model, we consider 38 double circuit
(N−2) outages across 16 major boundaries, including 2 double
circuit (N−2) outages in B6 (West and East corridors). We
consider that the 4 cross-border interconnectors can provide
TAM by assuming a capacity headroom of 5%. Likewise, the
Western HVDC link can provide TAM through a 20% capacity
headroom [3], [19]. The sequence of events (fault and corrective
control actions) simulated and their activation times are shown
in Fig. 5. Part of the GB network affected by these actions is
illustrated in Fig. 4.

B. Economic Results
Table II shows costs associated with 3 transfer levels in B6

in which Case A resembles current conditions where corrective
control is not allowed and thus security is provided by pre-
ventive actions only (i.e. network congestion). Although Case
A does not incur in costs associated with corrective control
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Fig. 5. The sequence of events and their activation times.

TABLE II
ECONOMIC RESULTS (57 GW DEMAND)

Case A Case B Case C

B6 Transfer [GW] 4.4 4.95 5.5
Congestion cost [k£/h] 147 107 104
Corrective control cost [k£/h] 0 3 6
Stability ensured through Preventive control only Corrective actions

(CA)
CA + TAM

TABLE III
ECONOMIC RESULTS (35 GW DEMAND)

Case A Case B Case C

B6 Transfer [GW] 4.4 4.95 6.0
Congestion cost [k£/h] 241 4.95 122
Corrective control cost [k£/h] 0 3 9
Stability ensured through Preventive control only Corrective actions

(CA)
CA + TAM

actions (i.e. holding fee associated with generation and de-
mand trips), its congestion cost is significantly higher (con-
gestion cost is the difference in operating cost between the
network constrained dispatch and the unconstrained-or merit
order-dispatch). In contrast, under Case B, corrective control
is allowed and thus network utilization increases in pre-fault
condition provided that if an N − 2 fault occurs, post-fault con-
gestions can be eliminated by using corrective actions (550 MW
of generation/demand curtailment in Scotland/England). In
Case B, network operation becomes more economically effi-
cient since the increase in corrective control costs is lower than
the increase in network congestion cost savings. Furthermore,
Table II shows that higher transfers can be allowed in B6 (up to
5.5 GW, which increases the economic efficiency of network op-
eration) if a set of technically effective TAM is deployed (Case
C). In Case C, primary corrective control actions (1.1 GW
of generation/demand curtailment in Scotland/England) are
complemented by TAM composed by power order changes of
400 MW in the Western HVDC and a total change of 200 MW
in the cross-border interconnectors.

Benefits of corrective control and TAM increases in condi-
tions with lower demand levels since more wind generation
from Scotland needs to be transferred to load centers in Eng-
land. This is shown in Table III where increased power transfers
drive significantly higher savings in congestion cost than those
shown in Table II (demand in both Scotland and England are

TABLE IV
TCSC COMPENSATION AND ASSOCIATED COST SAVINGS AT DIFFERENT

TRANSFER LEVELS (35 GW DEMAND)

Transfer level TCSC compensation Operational cost saving due
(security mode) [GW] [% ] to TCSC optimization [% ]

4.4 (preventive security) −35 (capacitive) 2.5
6.0 (corrective security) +35 (inductive) 1.5

reduced in Table II while generation in England–rather than
Scotland–is also reduced as a result of an optimal dispatch;
Scotland-England system can be seen as a two-area system with
dominant transfers mainly due to wind power from Scotland
to England). Corrective control costs are driven by the need to
hold generation and demand capacity to carry out inter-tripping
actions in case a double network outage occurs. When demand
is minimum (as shown in Table III), power from Scotland to
England can be transferred up to 6 GW through B6, provided
that sufficient corrective control actions are held in order to deal
with an N − 2 network outage (1.6 GW of generation/demand
curtailment in Scotland/England), supported by TAM (changes
in power orders of 400 MW in the Western HVDC and a total
change of 200 MW in the cross-border interconnectors).

Interestingly, the transmission network is severely congested
when demand is 35 GW which increases the benefits of TCSC
set-point optimization for congestion management. In fact,
when demand is 35 GW, TCSC optimization can reduce op-
erational cost by 2.5% (with respect to the case without TCSC)
making the congestion management activity more efficient and
this is shown in Table IV.

C. Stability Analysis

The dynamic behavior of the GB system in response to a
double-circuit line outage (as depicted in the red sections of
Fig. 4) on the transient stability of the GB system is stud-
ied. Four dynamic studies are illustrated in Figs. 6–9 reflecting
Case A, B, C as described in Tables II, III.

Fig. 6 shows (under Case A) the tie-line transfers between
Scotland-England regions and the manner in which the generator
rotor angles evolve immediately after the double-circuit fault
occurs. We can conclude that:

1) At 4.4 GW transfer the system is transiently stable.
2) Beyond 4.4 GW it is clear from Fig. 6(c) that genera-

tor units in Scotland loses synchronism with respect to
England/Wales and becomes monotonically unstable.

The 4.4 GW limit for the GB system is based on preventive
control, that is, the system is stable for credible contingencies
such as a double-circuit outage without the need for corrective,
post-contingency actions.

Fig. 7 looks at the opportunity to raise the pre-fault transfer
limit by further 550 MW using appropriate corrective control
actions only (Case B). The system performance are shown in
7(a)–(b) whilst the corrective control (generator/demand cur-
tailment) actions that take place in 7(c).
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Fig. 6. Dynamic response of the system in preventive mode (without considering post-fault actions) in response to the double-circuit outage fault. The fault
location is shown in Fig. 4 and the activation times in Fig. 5. Variables plotted are denoted above each subplot.

Fig. 7. Dynamic response of the system with corrective mode only (without considering post-fault TAM control actions) in response to double-circuit outage.

Fig. 8. Dynamic response of the system with corrective control supported by TAM (under 57 GW demand) in response to double-circuit outage fault.

Fig. 9. Dynamic response of the system with corrective control supported by TAM (under 35 GW demand) in response to double-circuit outage fault.
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Fig. 10. Transient Stability Index (TSI) [26] as a function of corrective control
response time with and without TAM (case B under 57 GW demand).

Figs. 8 and 9 examine the effectiveness of using corrective
control supported by TAM under extreme transfer conditions
(see Case C in Tables II, III). Here, subplots (a) shows the
Scotland-to-England AC transfer whilst (b)–(c) show the TAM
and corrective control actions required to ensure a stable post-
fault response. For the 35 GW and 57 GW Demand cases, we
can securely transfer 1.6 GW and 1.1 GW, respectively, above
the preventive mode limit.

For transient stability it is not necessarily adequate to use
a larger amount of corrective control action (generator inter-
trip and demand curtailment) according to the intended increase
in pre-fault power transfer levels. This is due to the relatively
slow response time of corrective control in comparison to the
larger rate of power angle separation for higher power transfer
conditions. TAM with much faster response time and higher
controllability (as TAM is exercised at transmission level and
through power electronics) can complement the corrective con-
trol actions to ensure transient stability under such high pre-fault
power transfers (as in Case C).

D. Speed Requirements for ICT Infrastructure

Application of advance corrective control actions and TAM to
release latent network capacity will require fast response times
and increased reliability levels associated with information and
communications technology (ICT) infrastructure. In effect, la-
tencies and delays related to monitoring, communication, pro-
cessing and actuation activities could significantly jeopardize
power system security and stability. In this context, We em-
ploy a transient stability index (TSI), reported in the literature
[26], which measures the relative rotor angle separation between
the generators in the system following a fault in the network.
This is used as a stability indicator that evaluates the severity
of a contingency (TSI value: 1—highly stable; 0—unstable).
Fig. 10 shows how the system stability is degraded when re-
sponse times of primary corrective control actions are delayed,
and demonstrates that TAM can be an effective measure to min-
imize impacts of such communication delays on stability and
thus on security of supply.

In particular, Fig. 10 illustrates that transfer levels that can
be secured through primary corrective control actions only

Fig. 11. Benefits of corrective control mode plus TAM when price of con-
gestion increases (generator’s bid price = generator’s variable cost divided by
k, generators offer price = generator’s variable cost multiplied by k; k = 1
corresponds to the cost reflective case and k = 2 is the value typically used in
GB for market analysis; in this figure k ranges from 1 to 3). Solid red trace refers
to 57 GW Demand; dashed blue trace refers to 35 GW Demand.

(without TAM), are more robust against delays in corrective
control actions when TAM are deployed. Hence, primary cor-
rective control can permanently be accompanied by TAM as a
hedge against ICT malfunctions and thus decrease risk of insta-
bility when transferring power beyond 4.4 GW through B6.

E. Market Prices Sensitivity

Benefits of corrective control and TAM (that can be calculated
as the cost difference between case C and A under each demand
condition and associated costs can be observed in Tables II and
III) can be increased if contract prices associated with intertrip-
ping demand and generation through SPS decrease, or if the
price to constrain system operation becomes higher (note that
congestion costs have been previously calculated by assuming
that network congestion is balanced through cost-reflective bids
and offers — bids and offers are changes in power outputs with
respect to the merit order dispatch position and serve to accom-
modate network congestion—which is clearly a conservative
estimation). In this context, Fig. 11 illustrates how benefits of
corrective control and TAM increase when bids (and offers) in
the balancing markets are less cost reflective (which increases
the unit cost of congestion).

F. Comments on the Computational and Optimality
Performance of the SCED Model

We compared the optimal solutions in various operating con-
ditions against those obtained by our 3-stage SCED. For the
analyzed GB case (which was reduced to its 29-busbar version
to be able to find the optimal solution -by using a fully coupled
model rather than a 3-stage model- in reasonable timescales),
we found that our method could reach the optimal solution due
to the three following reasons:

1) Generation intertrips (following a line failure) can hardly
be avoided by using FACTS devices (this is especially
true when there is no re-optimization of their setpoints
between pre- and post-fault conditions)

2) FACTS device can hardly produce an impact on the di-
rection of its line’s pre-fault transfer (with respect to the
condition without FACTS and this is especially true when
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the device is installed in a major transmission corridor
such as the England-Scotland interconnector)

3) The ratio between the pre- and post- fault power flows
of a line is practically insensitive to slight changes to its
reactance due to installation of series compensation (this
can be algebraically demonstrated since the ratio between
the pre- and post- fault PTDFs of a line is practically in-
sensitive to slight changes in its reactance and we leave
this exercise to the reader)

Evidently, the improved performance of our method in this
case is due to the special topology conditions of the GB system
and this cannot be guaranteed for any network topology. Also,
our 3-stage SCED is approximately 5 times faster than its fully
coupled, optimal version.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

A novel sequential approach to quantify the efficacy and value
of using corrective control supported by TAM is proposed based
on (i) a master SCED module that determines optimal dispatch
solutions and a set of primary corrective actions (over gener-
ation and demand) for possible contingencies (optimizing pre-
and post-fault control actions according to market prices), and
(ii) a slave module that activates the appropriate TAM to en-
sure system stability for the dispatch condition set by the master
module (set of TAM includes rapid changes in set-points of
the Western HVDC link between Scotland and England areas
and changes in set-points of 4 international interconnectors be-
tween GB and Ireland (×2), France and the Netherlands). The
proposed approach is tractable and demonstrated to solve very
large-scale dispatch problems over a realistic representation of
the GB system used by transmission system owners. To do so,
we eliminated the need to define a larger set of binary variables
(those associated with FACTS/HVDC–expanding on [23]–and
generation tripping) and the need to use non-linear optimization
models by decoupling key decisions in various stages.

We demonstrated that corrective control actions based on gen-
eration and demand response when supported by coordinated
control of the Western HVDC link and international intercon-
nectors, is shown to be highly effectively to improve system
stability and thereby, increase the allowable (pre-fault) power
transfers through the England–Scotland interconnectors whilst
maintaining N−2 security. Without the proposed coordinated
TAM, the benefit of generation and demand response is com-
promised and the risk of transient instability is significantly
higher. The benefit of corrective control actions accompanied
by TAM are estimated to be between 37 k£ and 110 k£ in a
congested hour depending on demand levels (at maximum wind
output), which can be significantly increased if bid and offer
prices in GB market are not cost-reflective (which is usually the
case).

Although the use of increased corrective control actions will
require faster responses and higher reliability levels from the
ICT infrastructure, we demonstrated that TAM could be an ef-
fective measure to minimize the risk of instability when pri-
mary corrective control is delayed due to potential problems in
the ICT infrastructure. Hence, primary corrective control can
be permanently accompanied by TAM as a hedge against ICT

malfunctions, and thus decrease risk of instability when trans-
ferring power beyond 4.4 GW through B6.

To fully unlock the benefits of corrective control and TAM
determined in this paper, one of the initiatives that need to be
undertaken in the near future is the elaboration of an online com-
putational tool. In this context, concepts developed in the field
of Dynamic Security Assessment (DSA) like those in references
[5], [27]–[29], [30] could be successfully applied to the problem
analyzed in this paper. In particular, algebraization of differen-
tial equations, and application of severity indices, artificial in-
telligence, neural network, advanced statistical techniques and
decision trees to determine security/stability boundaries and the
portfolio of preventive and corrective measures, look promising
to coordinate various pre- and post-fault decision of both gener-
ation dispatch and setpoints of network devices. Some of these
concepts (e.g. algebraization of differential equations, severity
indices) can also be used to generalize our offline model and
replace Eqs. (24)–(25) for a more general mathematical expres-
sion that can be used beyond the GB system.
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